
Propaganda  For  Children  as
German  Elite  Unites  to
Condemn PEGIDA
From brightly coloured cartoons, ZDFtivi helpfully informs its
young audience that “the majority of Germans do not support
the opinions of PEGIDA”. Describing what ZDF understands the
average PEGIDA member to be like, the short film says: “Some
of them are unhappy. They are either unemployed, or earn very
little money. They fear that immigrants will take away jobs
from Germans. . . 

The  video  links  to  another  page  on  the  children’s
website which offers a definition the meaning of the term
‘right-wing’, again using simple language and bright colours.
It describes right-wingers as people who are”of the opinion
that not all people are of equal worth…  They hate people with
a different skin colour or religion”. To reinforce the point,
the text is accompanied by a picture of Adolph Hitler.

The first marches of the year will take place tonight all over
Germany, with cadet groups in addition to the founding Dresden
movement  taking  to  the  streets  in  twenty  cities.  Cologne
cathedral has announced its intention to follow the example of
the Bavarian State Opera by turning its lights off for the
duration of the local stroll, which follows the condemnation
of the movement by the Protestant bishop of Dresden.

The movement will hold its first march in Berlin tonight, but
is expected to be outnumbered by a counter-protest co-hosted
by a coalition of anti-fascists and migrant Turks living in
the capital.

Reading  reports  of  this  evening’s  strolls,  the  English
speaking  press  says  that  the  numbers  in  Dresden  were  the
highest yet, but mostly ‘press liars’ like the Telegraph, at a
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rare report allowing comments, a German commenter is of the
opinion  that  the  violence  of  Antifa  is  detering  Germans
incities other than Dresden from strolling. At


